
Guidelines for main survey of slot requests of non-scheduled flights during Tokyo Olympics & Paralympics 

〇With regard to the coordination for non-scheduled flights (international and domestic) to and from metropolitan airports, etc. 
during Tokyo Olympics and Paralympics and the period around the games, we will conduct the main survey as follows.
【Acceptance period】 22 May～30 May 2021 【Coordination result reply】18 June 2021（plan）
【Important points to note】

・We will conduct coordination at any time upon requests after the main survey (For Olympic-related aircraft, the reception will start on 31 
May and the reply will be made in order after late June. Other aircraft will be contacted separately). However, those that can be submitted 
should be submitted to this main survey.

・Slot requests submitted during the primary survey period from 1 to 12 May will be taken over to the main survey. If there is no change 
in the requests, no resubmission required. Modified form should be submitted only when you change or withdraw your slot requests. 

１．Target period
・Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic Games period（23 July－8 August and 24 August－5 September 2021) and the period around the Games: 

1 July－30 September 2021.
２．Target airports
・The primary airports are assumed to be airports in the Tokyo metropolitan area (Haneda, Narita, Ibaraki) and airports 

in the metropolitan area and near the competition venues (Chubu, New Chitose, Sendai).  However, as of May 2021, 
four of these airports, Haneda, Narita, Chubu and New Chitose will be able to accept international flights. 
※As for requests to the Tokyo metropolitan airports, the Special Coordination Office (SCO) will allocate arrival and departure airports.

（Ex. If unable to accommodate the request to Haneda, it will be assigned to Narita）
・ In order to make full use of the limited airport facilities, we may request to operate ferry flights to other airports designated by SCO and park 

aircraft there, as needed. The main ferry flight destinations are assumed to be the six primary airports plus Kansai and Fukuoka. 
３．Target non-scheduled flights
・Target flights are non-scheduled flights (international and domestic) requesting to arrive and depart from the airport listed in 2. above during 
the period in 1. above. 

４．Notes
・Among the target airports, Haneda will give priority to VIP planes of particularly high importance, such as the head of state.

※During the period around the opening ceremony, when demand is concentrated, such as the arrival of a number of heads of state in Japan, it is 
expected to be difficult to accept general non-scheduled flights at Haneda.

・The number of days the aircraft can be parked in Japan, the possibility of ferry flights and related procedures will be announced based on
the status of the border measures at that time.
※At the Tokyo metropolitan airports, parking time may be limited to about three hours (except VIP planes).
※We may limit the period of continuous parking of aircraft in Japan to about 10 days (except VIP planes).

５．Where to submit slot requests
・Requests to operate non-schedule flights subject to coordination will be accepted at the SCO in Haneda.（cab-hnd-slot_tyo2020@mlit.go.jp ）
※The above procedures are subject to change depending on the COVID-19 infection spread status.

Outline of survey ※Contents added after the primary survey are in green.


